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Mechanical behavior of wood–plastic
composites investigated by 3D digital
image correlation

Talel Ben Mbarek1, Laurent Robert2, Francoise Hugot3 and
Jean-José Orteu2

Abstract
The tensile behavior of wood–plastic composite (WPC) with or without additive is studied using full-field strain
measurements by 3D digital image correlation. It is shown that macroscopic values of the longitudinal strain are close
to those measured by mechanical extensometer using standard mechanical tests. The modulus of elasticity provided by a
Maxwell–Bingham model fitted to the experimental tensile curves is analyzed for several WPC formulations depending on
the wood contents and the presence of additive. Color maps of the spatial strain distribution are commented. Moreover,
the damage behavior and the degree of heterogeneity are analyzed thanks to the spatial standard deviation of the longi-
tudinal strain field.
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Introduction

Nowadays, wood–plastic composites (WPC) are used in
several sectors, such as garden furniture, automotive,
and buildings (infrastructure and finishing). WPC are
predicted to have 25% of the market in 2009.1 WPC
are composed of thermoplastic polymers, often recycled,
and of wood fibers in different sizes and proportions.2 4

This kind of material benefits from the relatively low
density of wood, low cost, good mechanical properties,
as well as its recyclability. Thermoplastic fraction
reduces the fragility while improving the resistance
against biological attacks. The thermoplastic polymer
matrix show many qualities (e.g., low density, low
cost) and are widely available in the market. They can
be polyethylene, polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride, and
polystyrene. The characteristics of wood in the compos-
ite will play a role in the adequate choice of plastic, as
well as the chemical surface treatments on the interfacial
adhesion between fibers and polymer.5

Many experimental methods have been used to study
the mechanical behavior at macro/micro level, the prop-
erties of wood/plastic interface, and the surface prop-
erties of WPCs. For instance, scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) is used for characterizing the

morphology of the composite surface in order to com-
pare injection molded and extruded composites.6

Attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infrared
(ATR-FT-IR) spectroscopy is also used to identify func-
tional groups present at the surface of WPC. Cui et al.7

also used FT-IR to evaluate the surface chemistry of
the treated fibers. The authors found that the treat-
ment by the alkaline followed by silane together with
the maleated polypropylene (MAPP) coupling agent
increased the mechanical performances of the wood/
recycled plastic composite (WRPC) material. The con-
tent of wood fiber affects the flexural strength, the flex-
ural modulus, and impacts strength of these WRPC
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materials. It is generally highlighted in the literature that
macroscopic properties are mainly related to the associ-
ation, nature, proportion, and orientation of the com-
ponents.8 10 Adhikary et al.11 investigated the stability,
the mechanical properties, and the microstructure of
WPC which were made using either recycled or virgin
high-density polyethylene (HDPE) with wood flour
(Pinus radiata) as filler. Using standard mechanical
tests, they found that bending and tensile properties of
the composite based on recycled HDPE were equivalent
to those based on virgin HDPE. Adding MAPP by
3–5wt% significantly improved both the stability and
the mechanical properties by increasing the interfacial
bonding, which is confirmed by SEM analysis. This is
observed also in12 where the authors showed that added
coupling agent increases the bending properties because
the modulus of elasticity (MOE) becomes higher than
that of the specimen made without any chemicals. Najafi
et al.13 studied the mechanical properties from sawdust
and recycled plastics and found from tensile and flexural
tests that the mechanical properties of WRPC contain-
ing recycled HDPE and PP were statistically similar to
those of composites made from virgin plastics. Hugot
and Cazaurang14 performed mechanical (tensile) tests
and SEM analysis to study the mechanical behavior of
wood pine composite fiber/HDPE. They found that the
MOE increases with wood content for specimen manu-
factured both by extrusion and injection processes.
Michaud and Hugot15 studied the mechanical behavior
of WPC product for decking application using tensile,
compressive, and bending tests and confirmed the
anisotropy of extruded WPC.

Although many studies are devoted to evaluating and
understanding WPC mechanical behavior from tensile
and bending tests using cross-head displacement or
mechanical extensometers, few studies used non-contact
optical methods to analyze the mechanical performance
of WPCs. Srentovic et al.16 studied the mechanism of
stress transfer in a single wood fiber-LDPE compos-
ite specimen during tensile test by means of Electronic
Speckle Pattern Interferometry (ESPI). They compared
the strain distribution measured by ESPI and calcu-
lated by finite element method and analytical analyses,
and demonstrated that ESPI is a valuable tool for the
direct measurement of local strain around a single wood
fiber in composite materials. Godara et al.17 investigated
the influence of additives on the global mechanical per-
formances and the microscopic strain localization in PP-
based WPC by digital image correlation (DIC) coupled
with tensile tests. Giving access to the full surface
strain field of the specimen, the DIC technique allows
a detailed investigation of complex micromechanical
questions associated with the distribution of the strain
in these heterogeneous materials. Thanks to that, they
resolved the influence of the amount of coupling agent,

biopolymers, and inorganic fillers on the structural
integrity of the WPC material. At the mesoscale (field
of view of 3! 10mm2 for 316! 1050 pixels), they
observed both high- and low-strain domains along the
longitudinal axis of the specimen related to the influ-
ences of amount of PP and adding other constituents,
that is studied by a sectional analysis.

The work presented in this article proposes the anal-
ysis of the mechanical behavior of a HDPE-based
injected wood fibers WPC using 3D digital image corre-
lation (3D-DIC) also known as stereo-correlation.18

Some formulation specimens have been added with a
maleic anhydride grafted polyethylene (MAPE) cou-
pling agent to improve the interfacial adhesion between
wood fibers and plastic. First, the 3D-DIC results have
been compared to classical extensometer results for val-
idate the method. In order to determine the macroscopic
mechanical properties of the WPC, the MOE is evalu-
ated by a Maxwell–Bingham model adjusted on the
experimental strain–stress curves and the module of rup-
ture (MOR) is measured. Next, the degree of hetero-
geneity relating to the damage level of different WPC
formulations (percentages of wood fibers) is investigated
by mean of spatial standard deviation (SD) of the lon-
gitudinal strain field during tensile tests. These results
will make it possible to better understand the behavior
during the damage of these composites.

Material

HDPE granulates are Lacqtene from ATOFINA.
Softwood Pinus pinaster sawdust is screened (mesh size
2mm) with the morphological characteristics described
in Table 1. Optical scanning device of fiber (MorFi LB01
system from Techpap) is used to determine the size
distribution in frequency of the wood raw material
(Table 1). The very small elements (length <30 mm),
called fines, represent about 76% in total length and
17% of the total surface of all elements analyzed.

After wood fiber drying, premixed wood/HDPE pel-
lets are done by extrusion process in a single screw
device. Then, 4! 10mm2 section tensile specimens are
produced by injection process. Parameters are set at:
injection temperature 200"C, zone 1 160"C, zone
2 170"C, zone 3 180"C, mold temperature from
50"C to 70"C; injection pressure 100, injection
speed 47, speed of screw 60 tr/min; holding time-
6 s, cooling time 25 s.
Indexation of realized formulations of WPC with or

without additive is presented in Table 2. Additive used as
compatibilizer isMAPE, OREVAC 18307 product from
Arkema with a melt index of 2.5 g/10mg. Two formula-
tions are studied: 10% wood content and 30% wood
content. Depending on wood content, adjustments of
injection parameters had to be done to obtain acceptable

         



specimens. It will be shown in the following that the
performance of the WPC formulation can be influenced
by the content of wood fibers and the addition of the
coupling agent.

Method

Tensile test

Tensile tests are based on the standard guide for evalu-
atingmechanical properties ofWPC products (ASTMD
7031-04). They are performed at room temperature
on an electro-mechanical universal testing machine
(Instron 5800R) with a cross-head speed of 2mm/min.
A set of three specimens for each formulation is tested.
The dimensions of the specimens are 10mm in width,
4mm in thickness, and 150mm in length. Strain mea-
surements can be performed using a mechanical exten-
someter that is characterized by 50mm gage length, or
by 3D-DIC (see next section).

It is known that due to the global non-linear behavior
of WPC, mechanical properties such as MOE are diffi-
cult to obtain. Indeed standard guide recommendations
are often not suitable for this kind of composite. It has
been shown in the work of Hugot and Cazaurang14 that
there are large differences between the MOE evaluated

using specification for reinforced plastic standard (MOE
taken between 5! 10$4 and 2.5! 10$3 of strain) and the
one, defined as tangent MOE, based on the first derivate
of a stress/strain fitting function. The authors conclude
that the tangent MOE is the more appropriate to calcu-
late tensile elastic modulus and confirm an underestima-
tion of MOE standard method due to the non-linear
behavior. In this study, the non-linear strain/stress rela-
tionship is modeled, in the area where the stress remains
monotonous, by the Maxwell–Bingham equation:

! að1$ expð$b"ÞÞ ð1Þ

where a and b are parameters. A fitting is done by min-
imization in the least-squares sense of the difference
between the experimental curve and the Maxwell–
Bingham equation, resulting to an optimized set of
parameters a and b. The MOE is then calculated as the
first derivate at e 0 of the fitted Maxwell–Bingham:
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Three-dimensional DIC

The DIC method has been successfully employed for
characterizing the heterogeneity of a lot of materials:
metallic materials considering heterogeneity at the mac-
roscale, as plastic strain localization and necking19 or at
the microscale,20 23 short-glass-fiber reinforced epoxy
composites,24 polymeric foams.25 This technique has
been also used, for example, for analyzing the mechan-
ical behavior and the local anisotropy of crimped glass
wool,26 and for the characterization of the thermo-
hydromechanical behavior of rock–clay matrix.27 In
this study, the degree of heterogeneity related to the
damage level of different WPC formulations is investi-
gated, thanks to the 3D-DIC technique during tensile
tests.

The 3D-DIC method is based on both DIC and com-
puter stereo vision (utilization of two cameras), and was
developed at the end of the past century.28 This tech-
nique uses a DIC algorithm to determine point corre-
spondences between two images of a specimen acquired
from two different view points by two rigidly bounded
cameras. The correlation scores are computed by mea-
suring the similarity of a fixed subset window in the first
image to a shifting subset window in the second one. A
first-order 2D shape function in the subset and a zero
normalized sum of square difference correlation crite-
rion are used. Sub-pixel correlation is performed using
B-spline gray level interpolation. After determining the
calibration parameters for each camera as well as the 3D
relative position/orientation of the two cameras (pin-
hole model and radial distortion of third-order), the

Table 1. Morphological characteristics and size distribution of
wood fiber (P. pinaster)

Fibers Size Frequency (%)

Average length
(without thin fibers)

220 mm

Average thickness
(without fines)

30 mm

Curvature (without thin fibers) 4.5%

Size distribution (in length %) Fines < 30 mm 76

30 150 mm 9.7

150 250 mm 6.5

250 300 mm 1.5

300 450 mm 2.5

450 680 mm 1.3

680 1030 mm 1.2

>1550 mm 1.3

Table 2. WPC formulations

Index Description

iWPCf10 10% wood without additive

IWPCf30 30% wood without additive

iaWPCf10 10% wood with 3% of MAPE additive

iaWPCf30 30% wood with 3% of MAPE additive



3D shape of the specimen can be reconstructed by
triangulation from the image-points correspondences
founded by DIC. To determine the 3D displacement
field, DIC is also used to determine image-points cor-
respondences between the stereo pairs acquired before
and after deformation. The surface strain field is
obtained as follows: at each matched point, a displace-
ment function, assumed as affine, is fitted using a set
of N!N neighboring matched points chosen in a
square surface. The Green–Lagrange 2D strain
tensor is then computed using the estimated terms of
the displacement function. Computations are done in
a local coordinate system (aligned with a local tangent
plane to the undeformed surface) obtained by a least-
square plane fitting of this square surface. A complete
description of the 3D-DIC technique can be found in
the literature.18

The stereo rig is composed of two 8 bit Qicam
(Qimaging) CCD cameras allowing a 1360! 1036 pixels
resolution. They are equipped with Nikon 50mm aper-
ture 11 lenses. Two synchronized images are taken at the
frequency of 2Hz. The calibration and numerical image
processing are carried out with the assistance of the Vic-
3D! commercial software.29 For this study, because of
the very small optical contrast of the fibers in the matrix,
and in order to increase the spatial resolution and the
accuracy of the strain measurement, a randomly distrib-
uted white paint pattern is applied on the painted-in-
black side of the specimens. The suitability of a speckle
pattern (pattern density) for accurate displacement and
strain measurements with DIC is an important issue that
has been investigated by several authors and that is still
under study. In Sutton et al.,18 for instance, the issue of
optimal sampling of the features in each speckle pattern
(to avoid aliasing) is addressed and some rules of thumb
for determining the appropriate patterning and the opti-
mal speckle/subset size for accurate measurements are
provided. Dimensions of the region of interest (ROI) are
60! 10mm2, with a magnification factor g 16.5 px/
mm. In these conditions, chosen 3D-DIC parameters
are: a f! f subset size with f 19 pixels corresponding
to a displacement spatial resolution of f/g 1.15mm.
Figure 1 defines the ROI, the subset size, and the speckle
pattern. The strain spatial resolution (optical strain gage
size) can be considered to be the size of the square sur-
face of the N!N neighboring matched points. As the
grid step size, p, of the matched points is chosen equal to
5 pixels and N 5 (smaller value allowed by the soft-
ware), the strain gage size (optical gage size) is equal to
p (N$ 1)/g 1.2mm (20 pixels). This value is the mini-
mum value for the strain spatial resolution and has been
chosen because local strain gradients are expected
during deformation. It has been shown in another
study30 that strain standard uncertainty can be esti-
mated to 10$4 in similar experimental conditions.

It should be noted that 3D-DICwas used in this study
instead of standard (2D) DIC mainly because in 2D-
DIC the specimen must be planar, positioned parallel
to the camera sensor, and must undergo a planar defor-
mation without any out-of-plane displacement. In prac-
tice, this is difficult to guarantee, and an apparent strain
could be added to the real strain undergone by the speci-
men.31 3D-DIC does not rely on any hypothesis as the
full 3D displacement can be measured. Shapes of the
injected specimens and out-of-plane displacements
were measured in order to verify these assumptions. As
expected, surface of the specimens emphasized a rela-
tively important V-shape due to the injection process,
with a mean size of the groove of 0.2mm, as it can be
seen in Figure 2(a). This will generate strain measure-
ment errors if 2D-DIC is used. An out-of-plane displace-
ment !Z of about 0.3mm at each edges (þ0.36mm for
the top and $0.22mm for the bottom) can be also mea-
sured during the experiments, as presented in Figure 2(b)
for an iWPCf10 specimen undergoing about 7.4%
longitudinal strain. The out-of-plane strain errors
if 2D-DIC had been used can be estimated31 as
!"yy !"xx !Z=Z where Z& 500mm is the dis-
tance from the specimen to the camera. Out-of-plane
strain errors value will be in this configuration of more
than 0.06% at each edges.

Results and discussion

Validation of the 3D-DIC measurements

In this section, the Green–Lagrange longitudinal strain
measured by 3D-DIC is compared to the one measured
by the mechanical extensometer during the same tensile
test. For that, the magnification is adjusted so that the
length of the considered ROI will be the same of the gage
length of the extensometer, L0 50mm. Measured

Figure 1. ROI, subset, and speckle pattern.



values from the mechanical extensometer are computed
as Green–Lagrange strain by "ME

yy ð!L=L0Þþ
1
2 ð!L=L0Þ2 where !L is the variation of length. The
strain measured by 3D-DIC is computed as the mean
spatial strain over all the N calculated points
"DIC
yy

1
N

PN
i 1 ð"yyÞi in the ROI. Note that with our

video acquisition device (Vic-snap29 ), the time is manu-
ally synchronized with the extensometer acquisition
device, with a time delay less than 1 s, that needs to be
updated. As the camera frame rate (0.5 fps) and the fre-
quency acquisition of the extensometer (5Hz) are not
the same, the extensometer strain vs. time curve which

having the largest resolution is interpolated by a fifth-
order polynomial approximation to obtained the value
of "ME

yy at each image time corresponding to "DIC
yy . Figure

3(a) presents the strain error ð"DIC
yy $ "ME

yy Þ and Figure
3(b) the relative error 100 ( ð"DIC

yy $ "ME
yy Þ="ME

yy in percent
function of time during the tensile test of an iaWPCf30
sample. Figure 3(a) shows that the error is maximum at
the end of the test (t 236 s) and reaches 1.7! 10$3 for a
global longitudinal strain of about 10%. This corre-
sponds to a relative error of 0.019 (less than 2%) as it
can be seen in Figure 3(b). Moreover, Figure 3(b) shows
that the relative error is maximum for small strain and

Figure 3. Errors between strain measured by 3D-DIC and by mechanical extensometer function of time during the tensile test of an

iaWPCf30 sample: (a) strain error "DIC
yy "ME

yy and (b) relative error 100* "DIC
yy "ME

yy

" #
="ME

yy .

Figure 2. (a) Shape of the surface of the injected specimen before deformation. (b) Out-of-plane displacement field for 7.4% longi-
tudinal strain (iWPCf10 specimen). Both shapes are represented in the same basis.



reaches 14% because of the resolution of the 3D-DIC
measurement and because of the unsynchronized time.
However, errors are globally small according to the
amplitude of strain encountered during the tensile tests
of WPC. Note that these small differences on the strain
measurements are propagated when the MOE is evalu-
ated from the stress/strain curve, and a small difference
of about 4% in the evaluated MOE is found (1881MPa
for the extensometer method compared to 1974MPa for
the 3D-DIC method), as it can be seen in the next sec-
tion. These results confirm that strain values measured
by 3D-DIC are in agreement with strain values mea-
sured by mechanical extensometers. Moreover, exten-
someter values remain highly dependent on their
location on the sample because of strain localization
phenomena. As the 3D-DIC method can determine a
strain mean value by averaging all the strain values of
the field being considered, the material heterogeneity
becomes less influential. Full-field measurements could
give obviously complementary information, particularly
when considering damage.

Mechanical properties of iWPCf and iaWPCf

The 3D-DICmethod is used during tensile tests, at room
temperature, of the four WPC formulations specimens
(with or without additive and with 10% or 30% wood;

Table 2). The value of the longitudinal strain is evalu-
ated as the mean spatial strain over all the N calculated
points in the ROI using parameters of the 3D-DIC
method presented below. The stress is the global force
divided by the initial section. Figure 4 presents all the
results. As an illustration, for the iaWPCf30 formula-
tion, both the strain measured by 3D-DIC and by exten-
someter are presented and are clearly close to be
superimposed (dashed line and large solid line in
Figure 4). The tensile curves show a global non-linear
behavior. As it is explained below, this behavior can be
modeled by the Maxwell–Bingham model (Equation
(1)). A fitting of this model is presented in an insert in
Figure 4 for the iWPCf30 formulation (blue solid line
and red dots). MOE are calculated after fitting using
Equation (2). Results are summarized in Table 3. We
observe that the MOE increases with the rise in the per-
centage of wood for both cases (with or withoutMAPE),
with larger values when additive is used, which confers
to the composite the strongest module. When added
coupling agent, the MOE increases from 980 to
1137MPa for formulation with 10% wood, and
increases from 1709 to 1885MPa for formulation with
30%wood. Three percentMAPE adjunction also allows
taking benefit from wood fiber reinforcement with
higher MOR for iaWPCf than for iWPCf with a better
stress transfer to wood element (Table 3). Furthermore,

Figure 4. Stress/strain curves of the four studied WPCs with varying the wood percentage and with or without MAPE additive.



the MOR of the iWPCf (without additive) decreases
with the rise in the percentage of wood fibers. On the
other hand, it increases to 16.4MPa for iaWPCf10 and
up to 21MPa for iaWPCf30. In fact, this increase also
can be due to a certain modification of the parameters
during the injection process, but it does not contradict
the general tendency and these results are in agreement
with the literature.14 Finally, results of strain measure-
ments by 3D-DIC are very close to those obtained by
mechanical extensometer.14,15

Spatial strain localization during tensile test

It is known that WPC are heterogeneous materials that
exhibit some strain heterogeneities, for example, during
tensile.17 To analyze these phenomena, spatial varia-
tions of the longitudinal strain fields measured by 3D-
DIC during tensile test are observed. Only WPC with
30% wood fibers are analyzed, with or without MAPE
additive. Figure 5 shows eight color maps of the longi-
tudinal strain field "yy of iWPCf30 sample for various
times up to breaking. Figure 6 is similar but concerns the
WPC with additive (iaWPCf30 sample). In both cases,
the stress–strain values corresponding to these maps are
indicated by dots (triangles) in Figure 4. Color maps
presented in Figures 5 and 6 confirm that the strain
field is very heterogeneous and randomly distributed
even for quite small deformation level. The crack
appears at the surface at random in both cases
(iWPCf30 and iaWPCf30) but the material with additive
becomes heterogeneous slightly more rapidly (up to
t 60 s) than the one without additive (t 80 s): at
t 100 s, the strain amplitude (maximum value minus
minimum value) is equal to 0.89% for the iWPCf30
sample and to 1.31% for the iaWPC30 sample.
However, at t 200 s the strain amplitude is equal to
9.15% for the iWPCf30 sample and to 4.16% for the
iaWPC30 sample, showing that the apparent strain het-
erogeneity is not so linked to the difference in modulus
between the fibers and the matrix, but is mainly a con-
sequence of local microscopic fractures between the
fibers and the matrix. The failure of the iWPCf30 speci-
men obviously occurs before the one with additive. The
coupling agent (MAPE) increases the mechanical

performance by postponing the failure between the
fibers and the HDPE. Of course for small strain levels,
the small strain heterogeneity is due to the stiffness dif-
ference between wood fibers andHDPEmatrix. It is also
reported, by carefully observing the 3D-DIC strain field
evolution, that high-strain domains (HSD) are more
pronounced in the boundary of the specimens whatever
the considered material. These observations have been
also reported in the work of Godara et al.17 The authors
suggest that it is due to the propagation of preexisting
microcracks or microvoids which is easier at the free
edges than in the middle of the sample. Such micro-
cracks are probably caused by the fact that the samples
are produced by injection process. However, some addi-
tional studies have been done on homogeneous mate-
rials like aluminum metallic specimens during tensile
test, and if the ROI is defined correctly, no preponderant
strain level have been observed near the free edges,
showing that our observations are not artifacts from
the DIC method. It is interesting to note that, for
instance, for the iWPCf30 sample (Figure 5), the macro-
scopic crack is not propagated precisely from one of the
localized HSD area which can be observed at t 80 s,
t 100 s, and t 130 s (at t 60 s, t 100 s, and t 150 s
for the iWPCf30 sample; Figure 6), but appears at
t 150 s just before the peak of stress (respectively at
t 200 s for the iaWPCf30 sample). For that kind of
material, the internal structure is damaging under ten-
sion with the increase of microscopic fractures between
fibers and matrix corresponding to the strain heteroge-
neity increase. Consequently, the damage of iWPCf30
and iaWPCf30 seems to develop during all these tests,
but the maximum stress is reached as soon as the main
macroscopic crack is propagating.

Theses phenomena are obviously linked to the spatial
distribution of wood fibers in the HDPE matrix during
the manufacturing of the specimens by the injection pro-
cess, which is circular in our study. Indeed, iWPCf30
microstructure has been observed by X-ray tomography
using the image analysis derived from mathematical
morphology. The images obtained give information on
the random fiber orientation in the HDPE matrix.
Reconstruction methods of fiber network have been
investigated and the general principle of the tomography
technique has been described in previous papers.32,33 To
enhance the visualization of the composite components,
wood fiber has been traced with potassium iodide. The
local absorption coefficient in the composite compo-
nents is finally transformed in 2D image of gray levels:
dark gray corresponds to wood fibers and light gray rep-
resents HDPE matrix. The analyzed volume is a longi-
tudinal cross-section of 9.3! 9.3mm2 in the plane of the
specimen by 1.16mm in the thickness. With a pixel res-
olution equal to 7.75mm, the size of the observed surface
is 1200! 1200 pixels2 (about 86mm2). This pixel size

Table 3. MOE and MOR for the four WPC formulations

iWPCf iaWPCf

Percentage
of wood fiber

10 30 10 30

MOE (MPa) 980 (14) 1709 (100) 1137 (26) 1885 (27)

MOR (MPa) 15.6 (0.4) 13.6 (0.7) 16.4 (0.6) 21 (0.3)

Values are the mean over all the tensile tests. SD values are given within
parentheses.



insured a high resolution throughout the entire recon-
structed surface. Figure 7 shows the iWPCf30 micro-
structure and gives a very good description of fiber
orientation in the HDPE polymer: it suggests a circular
preferential direction due to the injection process.
Process plays an important role on the reinforcement
distribution in the matrix. Therefore, the orientation of
the wood fibers in WPC affects the mechanical
properties.

It is important to note, however, that using 3D-DIC
the strain spatial distribution can be observed only on
the surface of the samples, under the generally admitted
assumption that the behavior observed on the surface of
the sample is representative of the behavior in the
volume. It is guessed that there is a heterogeneity
through the thickness strain distribution, but not

probably exactly the same as observed on the surface
of the sample, because of the spatial distribution of the
wood fibers in the matrix. This cannot be characterized
using (surface) 3D-DIC but using volumetric 3D imag-
ing tools such as X-rays computed microtomography
(and in situ facilities) combined with the extension to
volumetric images of DIC techniques.34

Strain heterogeneity for various wood contents

In the following section, we will study the degree of
heterogeneity using the 3D-DIC technique on speci-
mens with 10% and 30% wood fibers. A method for
investigating the degree of the strain heterogeneity con-
sists in analyzing the spatial distribution function of the
longitudinal strain over the ROI for each mean strain

Figure 5. Longitudinal strain field measured by 3D-DIC during the tensile test of an iWPCf30 specimen (30% wood without
additive). Note: Breaking occurs at 220 s.



level and each specimen. As that gave too much data,
only the strain SD and its mean value have been ana-
lyzed. The strain SD is obviously related to the strain
gage (optical gage size) chosen in the 3D-DIC parame-
ters (Three-dimensional DIC section). Consequently, a
sensitivity study has been done for several strain gage
values and several mean strain levels. Results based on
strain fields corresponding to the iWPC30 tensile test
(Figure 11) are presented in Figure 8. Results for other
formulations showed similar tendencies. As expected,
the strain SD decreases when increasing the optical
gage size (spatial averaging). It can be concluded also
that the DIC method is limited by its spatial resolution
(the optical gage size) which is in our case larger that
the mean size of the wood fiber and close to the size of
the larger wood fiber (only 10% of the wooden fibers
have a length of more than 1.5mm). Because strain

gradients are present, we have chosen the minimum
value allowed by the software for the strain spatial res-
olution (about 1.2mm), insuring that the measured
strain value is smaller but not so far from the true
strain value.

First, it is necessary to analyze the strain field of
a pure HDPE specimen to verify the homogeneity.
Figure 9 shows a color map of the strain field at
t 200 s, and the mean strain and the strain spatial SD
vs. time for pure HDPE during tensile. Strain is
obviously homogeneous since the strain amplitude
at t 200 s is very small (6.9%<"yy< 7.22%; Figure
9(a)), and in this case, the SD presented in Figure 9(b)
may be associated with the uncertainty of the strainmea-
surement by the 3D-DIC method, from 1.5! 10$4 to
6! 10$4 in a strain range from 0% to 7% (less than
1% of the average strain value). Without any changes

Figure 6. Longitudinal strain field measured by 3D-DIC during the tensile test of an iaWPCf30 specimen (30%
woodþ additive). Note: Breaking occurs at 238 s.



in the method and in the image correlation parameters,
the same tests are conducted with an iWPCf10 sample
(Figure 10) and an iWPCf30 sample (Figure 11). By
observing Figures 10 and 11, it is clear that the degree
of heterogeneity increases with the rise in percentage of
injected wood. For 10% wood fiber, the value of the
spatial SD of the longitudinal strain is relatively signif-
icant (approximately 4% of the average strain value),
whereas for 30%wood fiber the value of the SD becomes
very significant (until over 15% of the average strain

value). It is found also that the strain heterogeneity
increases with the increase of average longitudinal
strain, almost proportionally for 10% wood fiber but
in a exponential way for the sample which contains
30% of wood. One may suppose that two different phe-
nomena take place as there is 10% or 30% of wood
content and after the (linear) elastic limit is reached:
for small amount of wood the strain localizations are
due to microscopic internal failures (micro-void in the
matrix, microscopic cracks as well as very local

Figure 9. Analysis of the strain heterogeneity of a pure HDPE tensile sample: (a) longitudinal strain field at t 200 s and (b) evolution of
the 3D-DIC longitudinal strain spatial SD and mean strain vs. time.

Figure 7. Rendering of iWPCf30 (30% wood fiber content) after
tomography reconstruction.

Figure 8. Evolution of the strain SD function of the optical gage
size (parameter of the 3D-DIC software). Note: Times in the
legend of the figure correspond to times on the abscise in the
Figure 11.



interfacial debonding between wood and HDPE) that
increase proportionally with the strain level. The
damage of the internal structure comes from all these
microscopic phenomena. There is probably a continu-
ous creation of microcracks and decohesion between
wood and matrix, and probably not coalescence of the
microcracks. Indeed no breaking occurs during the ten-
sile tests for the specimens containing 10% of wood
fibers (Figure 4) until very large strains are reached.
For 30% wood in the HDPE matrix, the strain

localizations increase in an exponential way with the
strain level because, after the linear elastic regime and
above strains corresponding to small strain localiza-
tions that are due to microscopic internal failures, the
amount of strain creates coalescence of the microcracks
and (at least) one macroscopic fracture is created. It
seems confirmed by plotting histograms of strain
fields of Figures 9(a), 10(a), and 11(a) (Figure 12).
The histogram for 10% of wood is almost symmetric
and rather close to the one corresponding to a Gaussian

Figure 11. Analysis of the strain heterogeneity for an iWPCf30 tensile sample: (a) longitudinal strain field at t 200 s and (b) evolution
of the 3D-DIC longitudinal strain spatial SD and mean strain vs. time.

Figure 10. Analysis of the strain heterogeneity of an iWPCf10 tensile sample: (a) longitudinal strain field at t 200 s and (b) evolution
of the 3D-DIC longitudinal strain spatial SD and mean strain vs. time.



distribution, although this distribution widens with
regard to the one corresponding to the strain field of
the pure HDPE. On the other hand, the histogram for
30% of wood tightens but is not symmetric any more:
there is a zone with strain up to 12% on the right cor-
responding to the development of the macroscopic
fracture.

To summarize, forWPCwithoutMAPE additive, the
degree of heterogeneity increases both with wood con-
tents and strain levels. As one shows that the heteroge-
neity is linked to the local damage (microscopic crack
and decohesion between fibers and polymeric matrix),
the damage and thus the loss of mechanical properties
(for sufficiently high strain levels, i.e., after the elastic
regime) increases also with the wood contents and
strain levels. Coalescence of microscopic internal fail-
ures which creates macroscopic fractures is only
observed for the 30% of wood content.

Conclusion

The 3D-DIC measurement method has been used on
specimens of wood fiber/HDPE composites with and
without additive during tensile tests. This method has
enabled us to better analyze the mechanical behavior
during the damage of these kinds of WPC. On the one
hand, it is confirmed that average measurements by 3D-
DIC give results very close to measurements by mechan-
ical extensometers. Obviously, the vision-based mea-
surements are contactless and not dependent on the
position of the sensor. On the other hand, full-field mea-
surements provided by 3D-DIC make it possible to

observe strain spatial distributions. We showed that
the apparent strain heterogeneities observed during the
tensile tests of materials with or withoutMAPE additive
are not so linked to the difference in modulus between
the constituents, but are mainly a consequence of local
microscopic fractures between fibers and matrix. The
MAPE coupling agent increases the mechanical perfor-
mance by postponing the failure between the fibers and
theHDPE. The study of the impact of wood contents for
WPCwithoutMAPE additive showed that the degree of
heterogeneity increases both with wood contents and
strain levels, as the damage and thus the loss of mechan-
ical properties (after the elastic regime). Experiments of
morphological aspects of fracture using SEM observa-
tions are in progress to validate our assumptions andwill
be the subject of a forthcoming paper.
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